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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Ethnopharmacological  relevance:  Traditional  Chinese  medicine  (TCM),  which  is  fundamentally  different
from Western  medicine,  has  been  widely  investigated  using  various  approaches.  Cellular-  or  molecular-
based  imaging  has  been  used  to  investigate  and  illuminate  the  various  challenges  identified  and  progress
made  using  therapeutic  methods  in  TCM.  Insight  into  the  processes  of  TCM at the  cellular  and  molecular
changes  and  the ability  to  image  these  processes  will  enhance  our  understanding  of  various  diseases  of
TCM  and  will  provide  new  tools  to  diagnose  and  treat  patients.
Materials  and  methods:  Various  TCM  therapies  including  herbs  and  formulations,  acupuncture  and  moxi-
bustion,  massage,  Gua  Sha,  and  diet  therapy  have  been  analyzed  using  positron  emission  tomography,
single  photon  emission  computed  tomography,  functional  magnetic  resonance  imaging  and  ultrasound
and  optical  imaging.  These  imaging  tools  have  kept  pace with  developments  in molecular  biology,  nuclear
medicine,  and  computer  technology.

Results:  We  provide  an  overview  of  recent  developments  in demystifying  ancient  knowledge  – like  the
power of  energy  flow  and  blood  flow  meridians,  and  serial  naturopathies  – which  are  essential  to visually
and vividly  recognize  the  body  using  modern  technology.
Conclusions:  In TCM,  treatment  can  be individualized  in  a holistic  or  systematic  view  that  is  consistent  with
molecular  imaging  technologies.  Future  studies  might  include  using  molecular  imaging  in conjunction

with  TCM  to  easily  diagnose  or monitor  patients  naturally  and  noninvasively.

© 2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is a unique system to diag-
ose and cure illness, and TCM has been widely investigated
hroughout the world, especially in China (Lukman et al., 2007). In
CM, the understanding of the human body is based on the holis-
ic understanding of the universe as described in I Ching: Book of
hanges, the content of which includes ancient Chinese cosmologi-
al beliefs that were later used to treat illness based primarily on
he diagnosis. It is important to note that currently TCM practitio-
ers do not directly observe and monitor treatment using modern
echnology, including molecular imaging (Chen et al., 2009a,b,c).

According to I Ching, the universe is harmonious, and people are
ntimately connected to and affected by their environment. TCM
ractices including yin and yang, the Five Phases (Fire, Earth, Metal,
ater, and Wood), and the meridian/channel system are rooted in
eticulous observation of how nature, the cosmos, and the human

ody interact each other. In TCM, the clinical diagnosis and treat-
ent starts with the analysis of the entire body system, focusing on

orrecting pathologic changes through readjusting the functions of
he Five Organs (Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lung, and Kidney). Therefore,
CM is mainly based on theories mentioned previously constructed
ased on early Chinese thought.

TCM theories apply the phenomena and laws of nature to the
tudy of the physiologic activities and pathologic changes of the
uman body and its interrelationships. A pathologic dysfunction

n one of the Five Organs may  be reflected on the body’s surface
hrough the network of channels and blood vessels inside human
ody, and at the same time, diseases of body’s surface tissues may
ffect their related organs. The typical TCM therapies include Chi-
ese materia medica (CMM), herbal medicine, acupuncture and
oxibustion, Gua Sha, diet therapy (Fig. 1). For example, acupunc-

ure stimulates certain areas of the body’s surface and Chinese
edicine acts on organs internally. In fact, acupuncture and herbal
edicine were regularly integrated and sequentially manipulated

y ancient Chinese health experts or medical practitioners (Wang
t al., 2009a,b).

TCM theory features a holistic, dynamic, natural (painless and
oninvasive) view on curing the body, that coincide with ideas of
odern science like molecular imaging, which emerged as a dis-

ipline that combined molecular biology and in vivo imaging in
he early 21st century, enabling the noninvasive visualization of
ellular function and tracking of the molecular process in living
rganisms. The numerous potentialities of molecular imaging are
pplicable to the diagnosis and could help diagnose diseases such as
ancer or neurologic and cardiovascular diseases; molecular ima-
ing contributes to improving the treatment of these disorders
y optimizing the preclinical and clinical investigations of new
edications or the adjustment and development of therapeutic

rograms. Molecular imaging has also expected to have a posi-

ive economic effect due to earlier and more precise diagnoses,

ainly through positron emission tomography (PET), single pho-
on emission computed tomography (SPECT), magnetic resonance
 . . . .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .  . .  .  .  .  . . . . . .  .  .  .  . . . . . . .  .  .  . . . . . .  .  . .  . .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  . . . .  . .  .  .  . . 24

imaging (MRI), optical, ultrasound, and near infrared imaging (NIRI)
(Chen et al., 2009b; Litschera and Schikora, 2002). Molecular ima-
ging usually detects/visualizes biomarkers interacting chemically
with their surroundings, the images change according to the mole-
cular changes occurring within the area of interest depending on
the types of contrast tracers, receptor ligands, enzyme substrates,
antigen antibodies, and hormone receptors used in the analysis.
Many approaches used for optical imaging also depend on fluores-
cence, bioluminescence, absorption, or reflectance as the source of
contrast.

In contrast to optical imaging, molecular imaging has taken
on a new direction since the rapid expansion of the both cellu-
lar and molecular biology that have been developed to determine
potential beneficial effects of stem/progenitor cell-based therapies
(Wu et al., 2003; Wu  et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008). In a sense,
these developments could be viewed as an attempt to demystify
the ancient knowledge of integrative medicine, such as the power
of Qi (energy flow and blood flow), the essence of meridians and
collaterals, and the concrete effects of serial naturopathies such as
Chinese herbal medicine, massage, Gua Sha, diet therapy, which
have relatively lagged in clinic and research. It is essential that the
effectiveness of these ancient therapies be confirmed by modern
technology such as the molecular imaging techniques discussed
previously.

In the present review, we  briefly summarized the methods of
molecular imaging with an emphasis on their potential applications
as approaches or assays for elucidating the effects of TCM and partly
to unveil the mysteries of TCM.

2. Chinese medicinal materials and compound recipes
using molecular imaging

TCM uses various animals, vegetables, and materials to
emphasize treating the individual based on the principle of Zheng-
syndrome differentiation of disease, aiming to restore the harmony
of opposing but complementary forces. CMM, including herbs, is
an ancient complete medical system of health care that has under-
gone continual development over 20 centuries. Prescriptions and
remedies assort to 22 types by comprehensive classification (from
the book of Complete Essentials of the Materia Medica,  composed
by Wang Ang in 1683 during the Qing Dynasty). Based on classifi-
cation above, the practitioners of TCM universally prescribe more
compound recipe than CMM  or single herb as entity to cure the ill-
ness and diseases, and believe that it can more rapidly rehabilitate
the body than CMM  or single herb remedy.

2.1. Main ingredients of CMM authenticated by molecular
imaging
Molecular imaging by fluorescent or bioluminescent methods
has demonstrated that ingredients of CMM  are visible and yet effec-
tive on illness or disease in vitro widely. Tanshinone, one of the
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Fig. 1. The rough classification of traditional Chinese medicine based on I Chin

ctive ingredients found mainly in the Radix salvia miltiorrhiza,
as been widely used to treat cardiovascular and cerebrovascu-

ar diseases (Zhu et al., 2004). To evaluate the effect of tanshinone
IA on nitric oxide (NO) production in human vascular endothe-
ial cells (HVECs), Huang et al. (2006) used fluorescence imaging

ith fluorescent probe 1,3,5,7-tetramethyl-2,6-dicarbethoxy-8-
3′,4′-diaminophenyl)-difluoroboradiaza-s-indacence (TMDCDA-
ODIPY). The results showed that tanshinone IIA-induced NO
roduction was highly and directly enhanced in HVECs, and cellu-

ar imaging based on TMDCDABODIPY was proposed to effectively
nd accurately study the effect of tanshinone IIA on NO production
nd its metabolites (Huang et al., 2007). Fluorescence imaging has
he advantages of simplicity, rapidity, and high sensitivity (Fan and

ood, 2007).
Norcantharidin (NCTD, exo-7-oxabicylo-[2.2.1] heptane-2,3-

icarboxylic anhydride), a small-molecule metastasis inhibitor
erived from cantharidin, which is found in blister beetles
Mylabris phalerata Pall.)—downregulated expression of matrix

etalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) messenger ribonucleic acid and
nhibited gelatinase activity in a concentration-dependent and
ime-dependent manner in CT26 cells with transfection of cis-
lement reporter plasmids (Chen et al., 2009a,b,c). In addition,
CTD decreased luciferase activity from a transcription factor Sp1
onstruct that was augmented with a nuclear factor-�appa B (NF-
B) construct. Chen et al. found that the increased effect of NF-�B

uciferase activity by NCTD included the upregulated expression
f nuclear signal transducers and activators of transcription 1 and
esulted in incompetitive suppression of NF-�B binding activity in
MP-9 promoter in vitro.
Recent findings with the combination of two or more ingre-

ients of CMM  have indicated possible prevention for critical
vents such as stroke, myocardial infarction, and malignant tumors
Schlachterman et al., 2008). Wan  et al. found that chuanxiongzine-

uerarin (C-P) has a significant protective effect on transient middle
erebral artery occlusion-induced focal cerebral ischemia, as eva-
uated by micro-PET with [18F] fluoro-2-deoxy-d-glucose (18F-FDG)
o monitor the therapeutic response evidenced by glucose meta-
ch implies relevant adaptation of the human body to its natural environment.

bolic activity of the temporal, apical, and frontal lobes (Fig. 2).
Moreover, C-P was  found to be better than puerarin in the reco-
very of glucose metabolism, which directly protects the brain
(Wan  et al., 2008). In a study by Baba et al. (2007) ephedrine (a
�-adrenergic antagonist derived from ephedra) was injected into
the peritoneal cavity of female rats 30 min  before intravenous
18F-FDG injection. The results showed that ephedrine increased
the metabolism of brown adipose tissue (BAT), which is mainly
located in the supraclavicular region and which has thermoge-
nic activity, indicating that patients should avoid taking ephedrine
before undergoing 18F-FDG PET to minimize 18F-FDG uptake in
BAT.

2.2. CMM research with optical imaging

Because of their high sensitivity, without harmful radiation and
relatively low cost, hormone receptors may  have the potential for
application in CMM  with optical imaging (Rando et al., 2010). Estro-
gen receptor (ER) subtype-selective activities of the extracts and
compounds derived from the seed of Psoralea corylifolia L. (PCL),
which have been widely used as a tonic agent, were analyzed
using HeLa cell assay (Xin et al., 2010). The results indicated that
ethyl acetate fractions of the ethanol extract of PCL showed sig-
nificant activity in activating either estrogen receptor � (ER�) or
estrogen receptor � (ER�). Psoralen and isopsoralen as ER� ago-
nists promoted MCF-7 cell proliferation significantly but could be
completely suppressed by the estrogen antagonist ICI 182, 780.
However, the luciferase expression was  blocked by ER antago-
nists, demonstrating the specificity of the rodent in reporting ERs
activity but not estrogen-related receptors (ERRs) activity at the
level of ER transcriptional activity (Ottobrini et al., 2006). In other
studies, wedelolactone, luteolin, and apigenin derived from Wede-
lia chinensis acted synergistically to suppress both the growth of

androgen receptor (AR)-dependent prostate cancer 22Rv1cell lines
and prostate-specific antigen luciferase of the 22Rv1-derived 103E
cell lines in vitro and prostate cancer 22Rv1 xenografts in vivo (Lin
et al., 2007; Tsai et al., 2009).
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ig. 2. (a) [18F] fluoro-2-deoxy-d-glucose (18F-FDG) images of sham operation gro
rontal  lobes in (b) model group, (c) puerarin group, (d) chuanxiongzine-puerarin g

.3. Molecular imaging studies on various TCM prescriptions and
ecipes

The advantage of using Chinese herbal formulas to treat meno-
ausal syndrome and menstrual irregularity is the interaction of
ach of CMM  at attenuating toxin production and having syner-
istic effects (Wu et al., 2009). Effects of studies using molecular
maging to conduct the effectiveness of TCM prescriptions and
emedies have been widely reported. The Bupleurum and Peony
ormula (Jia Wei  Xiao Yao San) is a complex herbal formula
sed to treat menopausal syndrome and menstrual irregularity.
he classic botanical formula was shown to response in trans-

ected HeLa cells in a estrogen-specific manner, which induced
ncreased expression of ER-Gal4-luciferase reporter gene in a
ose-dependent manner (Miller-Martini et al., 2001). With a the-
apeutic mechanism similar to the Bupleurum and Peony Formula,
row indicates significant reduction in glucose metabolism in temporal, apical, and
and (e) nimodipine group.

the Shu-Gan-Liang-Xue Decoction (SGLXD) is composed of Bupleu-
rum root, moutan and Lithospermum erythrorhizon and has been
used to ameliorate hot flushes symptom (blood cooling) in breast
cancer patients (Zhang and Li, 2010). To evaluate the estroge-
nic potential of SGLXD and the effect of SGLXD on cell viability
of MCF-7 cells with dual-luciferase reporter assay and biolumi-
nescent measurements, Zhang et al. used transient cotransfection
with estrogen-dependent plasmid palindromic estrogen response
element (pERE)-TK-Luc and internal control plasmid pRL-TK in
human mammary epithelial carcinoma cell line MCF-7 (Zhang
and Li, 2009). SGLXD and single herbs did not demonstrate more
estrogenic activity than negative controls, even at a high con-

centration. SGLXD had weak inhibitory effects on MCF-7 cell
viability in different concentrations of SGLXD, which significan-
tly and dose-dependently inhibited the growth of MCF-7 cells
(Table 2).
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ig. 3. Cerebral positron emission tomography imaging in subjects receiving true
cupuncture and control (overt) therapy. (b) Comparison of activated regions bet
egions  between TE5 true and sham acupuncture.

Both empirical prescriptions and recipes and classic pres-
riptions and recipes are intricate to prepare. However, the
uantification and visualization of processes with molecular ima-
ing in pharmacologic researches provides us with a valuable
erspective on Chinese herbal formulas. Fuzhisan (FZS), an empiri-
al complex Chinese herbal prescription, consists of ginseng (Panax
inseng C. A. Mey), skullcap root (Scutellaria baicalensis Georgi),  rhi-
ome of Acorus calamus L. (Acorus talarinowi Schotti), and Chinese
icorice (Glycyrrhiza uralensis). Li et al. (2008) used FZS to treat
aturally occurring Alzheimer’s disease in old rats, and subsequent
8F-FDG-microPET demonstrated that FZS promoted glucose meta-
olism in the whole brains of these rats, especially in the temporal
nd parietal regions. It suggest that the importance of effective-
ess to FZS by its inner compatibility for the first time in vivo, and
aybe prescriptions and recipes more effective than single herbal

rugs.
Similar to the study of FZS, Lee et al. examined the neural activity

f healthy men  receiving a 60-day course of a TCM empirical recipe
Panax,  Astragalus membranaceous Bunge,  Masnetitum, Ostrea gigas
humb, Thinleaf Milkwort Root Radix Polygalae, and Os Draconis)
nd observed improvement in advantageous risk-taking deci-
ion making by blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)-functional
agnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The findings indicated stron-
er BOLD responses in the prefrontal cortex–anterior cingulate
ortex–insula–striatum regions after the subjects had taken the
CM recipe, and it enhanced their efficiency in the cognitive affec-
ive regulation system risk estimation in advantageous risk-taking
am acupuncture therapy. (a) Comparison of activated regions between TE5 true
TE5 sham acupuncture and control (overt) needling. (c) Comparison of activated

behavior, while inhibiting impulsiveness in the evaluation of poten-
tial gains and losses (Lee et al., 2009).

Antitumor B (ATB), a botanical agent composed of six Chinese
herbs (Sophora tonkinensis, Polygonum bistorta, Prunella vulgaris,
Sonchus brachyotus,  Dictamnus dasycarpus,  and Dioscorea bulbifera)
significantly decreased lung squamous cell carcinomas 3.1-fold and
increased lung hyperplastic lesions 2.4-fold according to magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) (Wang et al., 2009a,b).

The classic prescriptions and recipes like the aqueous Buzhong
Yi Qi Wan  extract has oxidant properties that modify the labeling of
erythrocytes and with 99mTechnetium and could alter the cellular
membrane and/or generation of free radicals (Giani et al., 2007).

However, both empirical prescriptions and recipes and classic
prescriptions and recipes are widely used by molecular imaging
mainly as a single modality, multimodality and multifunctional
molecular imaging or molecular probes are seldom researched in
some new styles. The effects of Chinese medicine in vitro and in vivo
are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

3. Acupuncture and moxibustion

The texts from Huangdi Neijing (about 770 BC to 220 AD), also
known as The Yellow Emperor’s Inner Classic,  includes two parts:

Miraculous Pivot, in another name Huangdi’s Canon of Acupuncture,
and Plain Questions,  that describe most of the main acupuncture
points as existing on the 12 main meridians and two  of eight extra
meridians for a total of 14 “channels” through which energy flow
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Table 1
Molecular imaging of traditional Chinese medicine in vitro.

Author/year Drugs Tracers/probes Modality

Huang et al. (2007) tanshinone IIA TMDCDABODIPY Optical
Chen  et al. (2009a,b,c) norcantharidin Luciferase Optical
Xin  et al. (2010) Psoralen, isopsoralen Luciferase Optical
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Tsai  et al. (2009) wedelolactone, luteolin, apig
Miller-Martini et al. (2001) Bupleurum Peony Formula 

Zhang et al. (2009) Shu-Gan-Liang-Xue Decocti

nd blood flow. The twelve main channels are Lung (LU), Large
ntestine (LI), Stomach (ST), Spleen (SP), Heart (HT), Small Intes-
ine (SI), Bladder (BL), Kidney (KI), Pericardium (PC), intangible
an Jiao (TE), Gall Bladder (GB), and Liver (LR). Qi is normally des-
ribed as flowing through each channel in a continuous circuit.
lthough acupuncture and moxibustion are favored in China (Shen
t al., 2006) and the procedure of manipulating needles into various
oints on the body for therapeutic purposes has been largely recog-
ized throughout the world, illustrating the essence of meridians
nd collaterals at the cellular and molecular level and visualizing
he mechanism (Wu et al., 1999a,b), ultimately unraveling body’s
ysfunction and providing a tune-up to balance the Yin-Yang of life
re largely unknown.

.1. Acupuncture points in meridians and collaterals validated
ith molecular imaging

The complexity of acupuncture and brain activity determi-
es whether functional neuroanatomical correlates of acupuncture
oints (acupoints) can be specifically validated by imaging met-
ods. Using synchrotron radiation-based dark field imaging, Yan
t al. found that in the acupoints SP6, ST25, PC6, and ST36 there
xists an accumulation of microvessels, which gather and affect the
unction of four acupoints and play an important role in acupunc-
ure compared with its the surrounding tissues out of the acupoints
Yan et al., 2009).

The meridian is a concept that is mainly central to acupuncture
echniques. There is no physically verifiable anatomical or histo-
ogical basis for the existence of meridians, which are channels
long which “Qi” is believed to flow. Cao et al. used electrical impe-
ance tomography to visualize the meridians around the surface
f the forearm; the injections of 4.5% saline were made perpen-
icular to the cross-section where eight electrodes were equally
laced for the voltage measurements. The conductivity distribu-
ions were compared with different current injections along the

eridian channel and surrounding channels. Three linear physi-
al models were solved using the finite element method, and a
ynamic image was reconstructed using the truncated singular
alue decomposition regularization method. The experiments on
he models and the meridians showed not only the low impedance
f the meridians but also the low flow resistance in the final recons-
ructed images (Cao et al., 2010). Collagenous bands, represented
y increased ultrasound echo signal, are associated with signifi-

antly lower electrical impedance (10 kHz) in vivo and account for
educed impedance at acupuncture meridians (Ahn et al., 2010).

Most of acupoints were studied, including ST36, one of the
cupoints at Stomach meridians. Napadow et al. carried out sti-

able 2
olecular imaging of traditional Chinese medicine in vivo.

Author/year Drugs Tracers Modality

Wan  et al. (2008) Chuanxiongzine-puerarin 18F-FDG Micro-PET
Baba et al. (2007) Ephedrine 18F-FDG PET
Li  et al. (2008) Fuzhisan (FZS) 18F-FDG Micro-PET
Wang et al. (2008) Antitumor B (ATB) Null MRI
Luciferase Optical
ER-Gal4-luciferase Optical
Dual-luciferase Optical

mulation of the acupoint ST36 and used manual acupuncture,
electroacupuncture at 2 Hz and 100 Hz, and tactile control stimu-
lation. Electroacupuncture produced more widespread fMRI signal
increases than did manual acupuncture at low frequency, all acu-
puncture stimulations produced more widespread responses than
did placebo-like tactile control stimulation (Napadow et al., 2005).
These findings suggest that the limbic system is central to acu-
puncture’s effect, regardless of the specific acupuncture modality
used.

The correlation between acupoints and corresponding brain cor-
tices using functional MRI  are widely used. Stimulation at ST36
for 8 min  with a needle by non-repeated event-related (NRER)-
fMRI based on a predictable hemodynamic response reflecting the
actual BOLD signal changes, could inhibit the modulation of pain
perception and nociceptive processing at different levels of the
pain matrix and facilitate amygdala-associated network as well
during the resting state. Furthermore, ST36 acupuncture normally
performed for gastroenteric disorders such as gastroenteritis and
gastroenteric spasm may  be mediated through the insular visceral
feedback pathway and mediated through unaltered connectivity
of the anterior cingulate cortex that has a nonspecific response
to acupuncture (Qin et al., 2008). ST36 acupuncture also exhibi-
ted distinct patterns in wide brain structures, particularly in the
limbic system and brainstem, to sustained responses. Activity pat-
terns during rest were associated with the types of stimulus, and
resting activities had higher activity patterns than those seen with
stimulation, which showed that temporal dynamics predicted by
the general linear model conformed to typical “on-off” variations
during the limited period of the acupuncture manipulation. These
findings may  have implications for the design and interpretation
of future research into acupuncture neuroimaging on the acupoint
ST36 (Bai et al., 2009).

Consistent with researching on several CMMs  that combined
in different therapeutic plans meet the formulary rules, acupoints
were assembly used to repair functional disorder, which addres-
sed in molecular imaging methods (Fung, 2009). The majority of
research on the brain’s responses to acupuncture stimulation has
focused on healthy controls (HCs) and patients with neuropathy,
while few neuroimaging studies have addressed other disorders.
Zeng et al. (2009) had each of eight HCs receive an 18F-FDG PET-
CT scan at baseline, while each eight functional dyspepsia patients
received scans at baseline and after acupuncture stimulations.
Manual acupuncture stimulations were performed at ST34, ST36,
ST40, and ST42 in the eight functional dyspepsia patients to inves-
tigate the influence of these stimulations on their brains’ activities.
The results showed that the anterior cingulate cortex, the pre-
frontal cortices, and the caudate tail were involved in processing
gastric perceptions and that the deactivation of the primary soma-
tosensory area and the cerebella was attributable to acupuncture
stimulation, while activation of the visually related cortex is a res-
ponse to pain or acupoint actions.

Recently, it is important to note that not only neural, but

also neuroendocrine and neuroimmune pathways are involved
appears to be abnormal in patients with functional dyspepsia (Van
Oudenhove et al., 2007; Mayer and Tillisch, 2011). Despite the
exact abnormalities remain unclear, some therapeutic measure,
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ike acupuncture ST36, can adjust the imbalance of bodies between
unctional dyspepsia and healthy.

.2. Basic acupuncture techniques assessed with molecular
maging

Acupuncture stimulation appears to be a way of assessing brain
eorganization (Lee et al., 2003; Rho et al., 2008), inducing analge-
ia by electrical acupoint stimulation (Zhang, 2003), and improving
unctional outcome in patients with cerebral palsy (Sun et al., 2004).
PECT brain perfusion images of six patients with middle cere-
ral arterial occlusion (MCAO) obtained before and 5 min  after
cupuncture high-frequency electrical acupoint stimulation were
ompared with the changes in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF)
o those in HCs (Newberg et al., 2005). The acupuncture was done
t six acupoints (LI 4, 10, 11, 15, 16 and TE5) in the affected arm.
he changes were recorded and compared with those taken at
aseline of SPECT perfusion imaging with subtraction and core-
istered to T2-weighted MRI. 99mTc-hexamethylpropylene amine
xime (HMPAO) was capable of detecting changes in rCBF asso-
iated with pain and identifying that acupuncture analgesia is
ssociated with changes in the activity of the frontal lobes, brain
tem, and thalamus the last of which is particularly important in
he processing of pain perception and analgesia (Lee et al., 2003).
he methodology of SPECT perfusion imaging with 99mTc or other
racers and coregistered to MRI  for having more knowledge about
he essence of meridians research and the contemporary acupunc-
ure mechanisms today than before with a dual-modality imaging
ould sparkled a high volume of interest.

Note that magnetizable stainless steel acupuncture needles will
e erratically displaced when tested using MRI  equipment and
hese are not suitable for MRI  studies. Through choice of gold need-
es as well as of ideal MRI  sequences it has been possible to visualize
natomical characteristics at the acupoints Dai mai  and Shen mai
n vivo (Lardo, 2000; Moncayo et al., 2007). However, it was  feasible
o use gold needles to indirectly identify the anatomical structures
elated to in vivo acupoints. Decreases in the BOLD signal were
bserved in the occipital cortex and were evoked by electroacu-
uncture when stimulating both vision points GB37 and UB60,
hich interestingly are related to visual region in TCM theories

Kong et al., 2009).
Another dual-modality imaging is about signal changes on

11C]diprenorphine PET coupled with fMRI represent a pharmaco-
ogically specific marker for endogenous opioid-driven changes in
eural activity and help elucidate neural mechanisms of acupunc-
ure, including brain regions within both the lateral and medial pain
etworks (Dougherty et al., 2008).

PET study on the effects of acupuncture therapy in fibromyal-
ia patients used DU20, ear Shenmen, LI4, LI11, SP6, LR3, GB34 and
ilateral ST36 on central �-opioid receptor (MOR) binding accessi-
ility by �-opioid selective radiotracer [11C]-carfentanil PET, which

s also associated with greater reduction in long-term depres-
ion where neuronal activity modulates receptor expression at the
lasma membrane of MORs and subsequent changes in synaptic as

 mechanism for acupuncture analgesia (Harris et al., 2009). Anot-
er study of PET imaging of brains in healthy volunteers revealed
hat there are significant differences in metabolic changes in the
egions of brain based on the type of needle insertion used in Wai-
uan (TE5): acupuncture, sham, and overt. The Brodmann area 13
as more obviously activated more by true needle insertion than

y sham groups. True needle insertion also significantly activated
he Brodmann area 42 (Lai et al., 2009) (Fig. 3). PET imaging of brains

as greatly corresponded to effects of acupuncture therapy in many
isease or illnesses.

The quantitative function of acupuncture remains a myth from
he viewpoint of Western medicine (Jones and Bae, 2004) and has
acology 137 (2011) 16– 26

seldom been examined in the treatment of ischemia stroke. A com-
parative study which was  induced to the focal cerebral ischemia
in MCAO procedure using the Sprague Dawley rat, that from the
real acupuncture group, sham acupoint treatment group, and blank
control group, acquired FDG-PET images at baseline, after MCAO
and treatment, respectively. The injured area was  verified in the
right hemisphere of the cerebral cortex by using MRI  and triphenyl
tetrazolium chloride staining. Both the Student’s t test and permu-
tation test demonstrated that acupuncture significantly increased
the glucose metabolic level in the right hemisphere of each rat rela-
tive to non-acupoint stimulus and blank control, while there was
no statistically significant difference between the other two groups
(Xiaoyan Shen et al., 2010). Therefore, using the noninvasive, quan-
titative and dynamic visualization of PET to elucidate mechanisms
of acupuncture is essential to TCM.

Functional near infrared (fNIR) imaging has quickly been
adopted for noninvasive monitoring of tissue oxygenation and
hemodynamics of the brain. In a clinical experiment, acupunctu-
res were firstly applied to a group of volunteers to investigate their
cortices response, and fNIR imaging system was used to moni-
tor the cortices response to acupunctures. Then in the contrast
experiments both sticking ear bean and actual needle acupuncture
were applied to validate the cortices response. The clinical studies
showed that acupuncture can stimulate frontal brain activity to a
certain extent and increase the cerebral blood volumes near the
sub-surface of the frontal brain. Results show that fNIR imaging is
capable of non-invasively monitoring the acupuncture treatment
(Litschera and Schikora, 2002; Chen et al., 2009a,b,c).

There are many different modalities that can be used for nonin-
vasive molecular imaging. Each has their different strengths and
weaknesses and some are more adept at imaging multiple tar-
gets than others. Table 3 summarizes the applications of different
molecular imaging modalities, such as PET, SPECT, fMRI, and fNIR
imaging, for research on brain mechanisms using acupuncture in
mammals. Basically, acupuncture stimulation of main acupoints
around the body was investigated and evaluated by different
molecular imaging modalities. These studies showed that diffe-
rent molecular imaging techniques played important roles in such
investigations (Wu et al., 1999b; Litschera and Schikora, 2002;
Siedentopf et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2003; Fang et al., 2004; Nakagoshi
et al., 2005; Napadow et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2005; Schlunzen et al.,
2007; Deng et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2008; Qin et al., 2008; Vas et al.,
2008; Zhou and Jin, 2008; Harris et al., 2009; Ho et al., 2009; Kong
et al., 2009; Lai et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009; Bai
et al., 2010; Hsieh et al., 2011).

3.3. Moxibustion’s application in Western medicine

How can moxibustion be applied in modern or Western medi-
cine? Although it uses heat, moxibustion cools down the problem
area, and so the healing mechanism is the same as in needle acu-
puncture. There is a difference in transparency (76%) of more than
240 times between the infrared light along the axis and the infra-
red light vertical to the axis of the meridians. It might be through
Qi that moxibustion works and not the direct incoherent heat that
is associated with burning, which can decrease hot spots in painful
areas (Lo, 2005).

4. Massage and Gua Sha study by molecular imaging

Massage therapy is one of the oldest and simplest forms of the-

rapy. The basic goal of massage therapy is to help the body heal itself
and to increase health and care. It uses touch through rubbing or
kneading of parts of the body to aid circulation, relax the muscles,
or provide sensual stimulation. It involves acting on and manipula-
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Table 3
Molecular imaging of brain mechanisms using acupuncture in mammals.

Author/year Acupoints Related anatomical structures Mechanism Modality

Litschera and Schikora (2002) BL2, EX-HN4 Oxyhemoglobin,
desoxyhemoglobin

Balance of oxygenation and
desoxygenation

Near-infrared
spectroscopy

Lee  et al. (2003) LI4, 10, 11, 15, 16, TE5 Changing frontal lobes, brain
stem, thalami

Analgesia SPECT

Kong  et al. (2009) GB 37, UB 60 Occipital cortex BOLD signal decreases in
occipital cortex

fMRI

Bai  et al. (2010), Napadow et al.
(2005),  Qin et al. (2008)

ST36 Limbic system Amygdala-associated network fMRI

Harris et al. (2009) Du20, ear Shen men, LI4, LI11,
Sp6, LR3, GB34, bilateral ST36

Cingulate, caudate, amygdala Increases �-opioid receptors
binding potential

PET+ fMRI

Lai  et al. (2009) TE5 BA13, 42, left cerebellum Brain metabolic changes PET
Harris et al. (2009) LI4 Hypothalamus Modulates activity of the

limbic system, subcortical
fMRI

Schlunzen et al. (2007) LI4 Putamen Cerebral blood flow decreased PET
Yan  et al. (2005) LI4, LR3 Middle temporal gyrus,

cerebellum
Induces specific patterns of
brain activity

fMRI

Lin  et al. (2008) PC6 Heart Anesthesia MRI
Wu  et al. (1999a,b) LI4, ST36 Anterior cingulate cortex,

amygdala formation,
hippocampal complex

Activates of descending
antinociceptive areas,
deactivates multiple limbic
subserving pain association

fMRI

Hsieh et al. (2011) KI1 Primary motor cortex, middle
temporal gyrus of left
hemisphere, bilateral cuneus

Afferent sensory information
processing, Cerebral
hemodynamic property altered

fMRI

Fang et al. (2004) LR3, G40 Thalamus, basal ganglia, insula,
cerebellum

Cerebral hemodynamics
altered

fMRI

Zhou and Jin (2008) HT7, ST36, ST40, KI3 Hippocampal gyrus, insula,
parietal lobe, left temporal
lobe, parietal lobe, cerebellum

Right hemisphere activations fMRI

Deng  et al. (2008) LI2 Insula Adjacent operculi fMRI
Siedentopf et al. (2002) BL67 Brodmann area 18, 19, medial

occipital gyrus of ipsilateral
visual cortex

Activation of visual brain areas fMRI

Bai  et al. (2010) PC6, GB37 Insula, hypothalamus,
flocculonodular lobe of
cerebellum

Selectively evoked neural
responses

NRER-fMRI

Liu et al. (2009) GB37, BL60, KI8 Posterior cingulate cortex,
precuneus

Distinct modulation patterns
to the default mode network

fMRI

Nakagoshi et al. (2005) LI1, LI4, LI10, SI1, LV3, ST36 Primary somatosensory cortex Somatotopic mapping of
acupoints in S1

fMRI

Vas  et al. (2008) LI4, LR3 Unknown Maybe regional cerebral blood
flow change

SPECT
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Ho  et al. (2009) ST42, BL64, GB40 Null 

Sato  et al. (2009) SP9, SP10, ST34, ST36, GB31,
GB34, BL56, KI10, BL40, BL39

Knee 

ing the body with pressure (structured, unstructured, stationary,
r moving), tension, motion, or vibration, which is done manua-
ly or with mechanical aids. Target tissues may  include muscles,
endons, ligaments, skin, joints, or other connective tissue, as well
s lymphatic vessels or organs of the gastrointestinal system. The
ost-cited reasons for introducing massage as therapy are client

emand and perceived clinical effectiveness (Ariji et al., 2009).
owever, the mechanisms by which massage affects the brain are

till not well understood. Ouchi et al. (2006) investigated changes
n rCBF, which were absolute and quantitatively measured using
ET with H2 [15O] in healthy human subjects in the prone posi-
ion with and without light massage on the back. The results of
heir correlation analysis indicated involvement of the forebrain-
mygdala system in mediating activities in the autonomic nervous
ystem and suggested that light massage on the back may  stimu-
ate and accommodate the precuneus region to raise awareness of
appiness, whose effect might be associated with the activation of
he amygdala and posterior part of the cingulate cortex.

Gua Sha is a healing technique used in East Asia by practitioners
f TCM in both the clinical setting and in homes, but it is little known

n the West. Gua Sha involves palpation and cutaneous stimulation
f the skin by a round-edged instrument; the pressure results in
he appearance of small red petechiae called “Sha”, which fade in
–3 days (Lee et al., 2010). Raising Sha is said to remove “blood
Not showing fMRI
Very limited anti-inflammatory
effect systemically

Clinical PET

stagnation,” which is considered pathogenic, and to promote nor-
mal  circulation and metabolic processes. The patient experiences
immediate relief from pain, stiffness, fever, chills, cough, and nau-
sea. Gua Sha is valuable in the prevention and treatment of acute
infectious illness, upper respiratory and digestive problems, and
many other acute or chronic disorders. Kwong et al. (2009) found
that the bioluminescent optical imaging of heme oxygenase 1 (HO-
1) luciferase provided a rapid assay of upregulation of the HO-1
gene, which represented an antioxidative response to circulating
hemoglobin products released in response to the Gua Sha proce-
dure on transgenic mice. Gene imaging for Gua Sha therapy using
standard instrumentation designed for more bioluminescent ima-
ging, use of gene to detect enzyme activity offers a new paradigm
for noninvasive biochemistry in vivo (Moncayo et al., 2007).

5. Food and diet therapy research using molecular imaging

Food and diet therapy is one of the important parts of TCM. Alt-
hough the TCM practitioner will treat whatever complaints have,
the traditional view places great importance on preventing disease

before it occurs. One of the fastest-growing food markets is that
of herbal-based nutraceuticals such as ginseng, garlic, and medi-
cal fungi mushrooms such as Polyporus,  Ganoderma lucidum, and
Cordyceps sinensis. Although extensive biochemical studies on these
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utraceuticals have been conducted on selected functional foods
nd ingredients, the scientific features of most CMM  remain unk-
own (Xu, 2001).

Herbal extracts and phytochemicals could control cancer
rowth (McCarty, 2001). Quercetin is a phytochemical belonging
o the flavonoids class, which can decreases oxidative stress, NF-
B activation in liver of streptozotocin induced diabetic rats (Dias
t al., 2005). Several transgenic reporter animal models have been
stablished that express luciferase under the control of various
ranscription factors, such as inhibiting NF-�B transcription fac-
ors, activator protein 1, and �-glutamylcysteine catalytic gene
romoter. Moreover, the regulation of antioxidant/electrophile
esponsive elements using firefly luciferase as the reporter can
e detected externally in an intact living organism. Therefore,
arious flavonoids for modulating gene expression related to oxi-
ative stress and the antioxidant defense system (Moskaug, 2004).
esveratrol, quercetin, and catechin from polyphenols of grape

nhibit fluorescently tagged breast tumor growth in nude mice
sing in situ fluorescence imaging (Schlachterman et al., 2008).
hat is to say the translational medical seriously needs molecular
maging.

. Future perspectives

For over 2000 years, TCM has supported a form of life where
uman beings live harmoniously, with the human body, herbs,

ood, and ways of daily life (including what we eat) being embra-
ed as a whole. The advantages of TCM are that it is consistent with
isease prevention and has adapted to identify people who are in a
tate of suboptimal health. Cellular or molecular imaging could be
ombined with TCM to identify potential malignant tumors or neu-
ological and cardiovascular diseases that have not yet occurred.
he combined use of cellular or molecular imaging and TCM could
lso improve the treatment of these disorders by noninvasively
ptimizing the preclinical and clinical testing of new medications.
his type of imaging is also expected to have a major economic or
ombinational effect on TCM (Lukman et al., 2007).

Functional and molecular imaging of small molecular changes
ombined with the use of TCM opens up an incredible number
f exciting possibilities for medical applications, including early
etection and treatment of disease and basic pharmaceutical deve-

opment. With modern techniques of isolation, characterization,
nd functionalization of compounds along with in vitro and in vivo
esting now being commonplace within research facilities where
ew drugs are discovered, the drive to bioengineer well-defined,
argeted drug delivery systems offers new applications for the
ractice of TCM. Chinese medicine has traditionally forbidden
issection, and as a result, the understanding of how the body func-
ions was based on its characterization as a system. In TCM, the
ive Organs have never been regarded as independent anatomical
ntities. Rather, attention has centered on the physiologic and pat-
ologic interrelationships between the channel network and the
rgans.

So close is this identification that each of the 12 traditional
rimary channels bears the name of one of the vital organs. Howe-
er, these meridians have no counterpart in modern studies of
iochemistry and computer technology. The entire framework of
iagnostics and therapeutics is based on quantification and visua-

ization by functional MRI, PET, SPECT, MRI, and ultrasound and
IR imaging or CT in preclinical and clinical research for either
CM or Western medicine. Therefore, diagnosis and treatment is

ighly individualized. Molecular imaging allows for quantitative
ests that impart a greater degree of objectivity to the study of
uch events as Zheng-syndrome differentiation of TCM and how
his affects clinical practice.
acology 137 (2011) 16– 26

7. Conclusion

In summary, to demystify the ancient knowledge of integrative
medicine – like the power of Qi,  meridians, and serial naturopathies
– it is essential to examine these ancient techniques in conjunction
with modern technology like molecular imaging. At the same time,
TCM possesses the individualized treatment in a holistic or syste-
matic view by viewing combinations of symptoms as syndromes;
this approach is consistent with molecular imaging technologies,
which could also be used in the future as tools to diagnose or
monitor individuals easily, naturally, and noninvasively.
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